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Let A be a ring with identity. In this paper we examine the relationship 
between the structure of A and the category of contravariant (additive) functors 
from the category of finitely generated left A-modules to the category of Abelian 
groups. This functor category was used by Auslander [3] to prove the Brauer- 
Thrall conjecture for Artinian rings. In addition he proved that the ring A is 
of finite representation type if and only if the representable functors in the 
functor category (i.e., those of the form Hom,(-, M) with .M finitely generated) 
are of finite length. Here we study the relationship between various other 
finiteness conditions that A and the functor category may possess. 
Gabriel [9] proved that the functor category is equivalent to the category of 
modules over a ring R. Naturally, the ring R need not have an identity, but it is 
always a ring with enough idempotents (in the terminology of [S]). We work in 
this setting. We first discuss the relationship between the finitely generated left 
A-modules and the finitely generated projective R-modules via two adjoint 
functors, and show that the weak dominant dimension of R is at least 2 and the 
weak global dimension is at most 2. Our main results then give necessary and 
sufficient conditions on the functor category for A to be left Noetherian, left 
Artinian, left Artinian with Morita duality, and serial. 
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1. PRELIMINARIES 
-4s in [S], we say that a ring R has enough iae~~~tents in the case where there Is 
an orthogonal set of idempotents (e, / 01 E A) in 
R = fljA Re, = GA e,R. 
The set (e, 1 CL E A} is called a complete set of ~~e~~ote~ts for R. By a (unitary) 
-module we shall mean one with a spanning set, SD a left R-module $!4 satisfies 
. M = M. We shall be concerned here with a specific ring with enough 
idempotents, but first we recall some facts about the modules over any such ring. 
Most of these facts were noted in [S] and [IO]. 
Let R be a ring with enough idempotents (e, j a E A). We write ,A@ and R A&? 
for the categories of left modules and finitely generated left modules, respectively. 
Then R~&’ contains RR and all submodules, factor modules, and direct sums of its 
members. Also, RA has direct products, namely, 
with the usual injections by and projections rV (y E C). Projective modules are 
those that satisfy isomorphisms P @ P’ z $& Re,,, (eY = eY2 E R), and R.A’ is 
closed under injective envelopes. Tensor products and flat modules are just 
like those over rings with identity, and Horn satisfies Hom,(l\i, J?&V&) g 
IT, I-fmQ4 My) and converts directs sums to products in the first variable. 
Also we note that the radical and the socle of a module are defined and behave as 
usual, and that, since Radical RR = nolEA (Radical ReJ) is an 
intersection of modular maximal ideals, Radical RI2 = icai R, is the Jacobson 
radical J = J(R) [I I]. 
In many instances the ring R that we shall consider is semiperfect. This is 
entirely analogous to semiperfect rings with identity: An idempotent e E R is 
local in the case where Je is maximal in Re (equivalently eRe is a local ring). 
The ring R is semiperfect i f f  R has a complete set (qv / y  E C) of local idempotents 
iiT e,Re, is semiperfect for all a E A if f  every finitely generated A-module has a 
projective cover; and moreover, in this case every projective left R-moduie is a 
direct sum of copies of the Rq, , and Rq,,lJg,is a typical simple left 
Our main concern will be the following ring with enough idempct 
B be a ring with identity and (U, j a E A} a set containing one isomorphic copy 
of each finitely generated left d-module. Let ,U = GA U@ and, writing homo- 
morphisms on the right, define 
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(where a.e. means for all but a finite number of 01 E A). We see that {e, ] 01 E A), 
the idempotents of decomposition for eA U, , is a complete set of idempotents 
for R. We write R = R(d SC&‘) and call R the functor ring of the$nitely generated 
left A-modules, or just the (left) functor ring of A. Observe that two rings A and A’ 
are Morita equivalent if and only if their functor rings are isomorphic (see [I, 
Exercise (22.4)]). 
Unless otherwise stated, A will always be a ring with an identity and R its 
left functor ring with complete set of idempotents (e, / 01 E A} as defined above. 
Whenever we use U for a module we mean gU = eA U, = GA Ue, , and 
Ue, will identify the finitely generated left A-module U, . Finally, J = J(R) 
will be the Jacobson radical of the functor ring R and W = 9(A) the Jacobson 
radical of A. 
We call R the functor ring of rl SC.&’ because the category of all left R-modules, 
R&, is equivalent to the category (dSCk’ OP, Ab) of contravariant functors from 
d Sk@’ to the category Ab of Abelian groups and 2s is equivalent to the covariant 
functors (d SC&‘, Ab). These equivalences were observed by Gabriel in [9]. In 
the remainder of this section we present several results, to be applied subse- 
quently, relating the objects and maps of ,& to those of +8?‘. 
Now dUR is a bimodule, so read Horn as Horn hat, let 
Horn&U, , dM) = {v: U -+ M j lJe,y = 0 a.e.> 
and, for each g: blM -+ dM’ in &8’, let 
g, = fiom&uR , g>: F -+ w (9’ E f-IomA( U, M)). 
We thus obtain the left exact covariant functor (introduced in [8], and written 
Horn there) 
f-Iomn( U, -): o& ---f &4! 
which commutes with direct products (Hom,(U, DcM,,) E fiC Hom,(U, M,)) 
and direct sums (since the image of 93 is finitely generated for all p E Horn&( U, M)). 
The functor Hom,( U, -) has left adjoint 
which also commutes with direct sums. 
We first consider the left adjoint (U OR -) and its relationship to the functor 
fiom,( U, -). To do th is, define f  to be the idempotent in {e, 1 ol E A} such that 
aUf z ,A. Then$Rf E Hom,(Uf, Uf) z Hom,(A, 0) E A. So 
is projective and hence flat; i.e., 
(U OR -): R& -+ ,A is exact. 
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Further, there are natural transformations 
defined via 
Regarding these we have 
LEMMA 1. % . The natural transformations v  a1zd pi satisfy 
0) zrhI is an isomolrphism for evuy &I E A. 
(2) For each projective R-module P, 7p is an iso~~~~i~~ 
(3) For each R-submodule K of a projective module P, yx is 
FVoo$ (I) The proof is entirely similar to one given in [S, pp. 41-4421. 
(2) Observe that TV: R -+ &om,(U, (hi OR R)) is the canonical isomor- 
phism, and recall that both functors commute with direct sums. 
w iagram chasing in 
will show that 7X is manic whenever P is projective. 
Since l%om,(U, -) and (Ii OR -) commute with direct sums, we can easily 
apply Lemma 1.1 to obtain 
LEMMA 1.2. (1) ,Aom,(U, M) is ~ndecompos~le $ and only if d 
composabde. 
(2) ,Aom,( U, M) is Jinitely generated (and p~oje~~~ve~ if and only if .M in 
fkitelj generated. 
Next we see that Aom,(U, -) preserves injective envelopes. Zimmerman- 
Huisgen has related results in [16]. 
LEMMA 1.3. (l),fiOmb(uj .h!f) is injective iJ and omly if JVl i5 izjective. 
(2) Hom,( U, -) preserves essential extension. 
om,(u, M)) = .fiom&J, E(iW 
Proof. (1) (G) Th is is an easy application of the adjointness of ( U @& -$ and 
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(2) Let 0 -+ N -+ M be an essential extension in o~. Let 0 f 
9) E fiom,( U, M). W e will show that there exists an Y E R such that 0 f 
rp, E I?Iom,(U, IV). Since 9) f 0 there is a zks E U with 0 # (U&J E M. So there 
exists 6, E d with 0 + 6,[(u,)~] E N. Let y E A be such that Ue,, z d S,u, via 
p: Ue,, + d . 6,~s and let ur = (S,,zl,)/W. Then %e,& = S,[(uO)~] f 0, so 
e&p # 0, where e$ E firom,( U, U) = R. Finally, 
since N is closed under scalar multiplication. 
(3) This follows from the parts just proven. 
(1) (a) An application of (3) and Lemma 1.1(l) proves this implication. 
Finally, since Aom,(U, III) is the (directed) union of the projective sub- 
modules l?Iom( U, L) with L a finitely generated submodule of II&, and, since 
%rnA( U, -) s OA Homd( U, , -) commutes with direct limits if the U, are all 
finitely presented, we have 
LEMMA 1.4. (1) For ME &4?, fiom,(U, M) is a flat left R-module. 
(2) When A is Noetherian, RN E ,J&’ issat if and only ifRN~ .Aorn( U, M) 
for some ME od4?. In this event, RN E Hom,( U, U OR N). 
Auslander [2] proved that the functor ring R of a ring A of finite representation 
type (R is then Morita equivalent to an Artinian ring with identity) satisfies 
gl.dm.(R) < 2 and dom.dim.(,R) > 2. Defining weak global dimension as 
usual and weak dominant dimension of M 3 n in the case where there is an 
exact sequence 0 -b M + El -+ ... -+ E, with the Ei flat injective modules, 
we apply these lemmas to obtain 
PROPOSITION 1.5. Let R = R(n %S&‘) be the functor ring for an arbitrary ring 
A. Then 
w.gl.dm.(R) < 2 and w.dom.dim.(,R) > 2. 
Proof. Given an exact sequence 0 --+ K + Pl + P, -+ ,A&+ 0 with P,, and 
Pl projective we may apply Lemmas 1.1(2) and 1.4(l) and the five lemma to 
0+0-K ‘PI 
i 1 
t PO 
17 
i 
?1 
i 
9 
O--+O-+f-Iom,(U, lJBRK) 
i 
--+ fiom,( U, U OR PI) + Hom,( U, U OR P,,) 
to obtain w.gl.dm.(R) < 2 (see [13, p. 1801). A direct application of Lemmas 
1.3(l) and 1.4(l) yields w.dom.dim.(,R) > 2. 
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It is also worthy of note that Lemmas 1.4(2) and I .1(f) show that if A is Eeft 
Noetherian, then o&’ is equivalent to the category of fiat left 
2. CHAIN CONDITIONs 
Now we are ready to examine the relationship between the left Noetherian and 
Artinian conditions on a ring A and certain finiteness conditions on the functor 
ring of its finitely generated left modules. Recalling that a ring is left coherent 
in case each of its finitely generated left ideals is finitely presented (note: the 
results in [q about these rings are valid for rings with enough idempotents), 
we find that the Noetherian case is straightforward. 
THEOEM 2.1. Let R = R(d 92Q. Then A is left Noetherian if and only hJ I? 
is left cohel-ent. 
Bw$ (-) As in the proof of Proposition 1.5, we see that if 0 + M+ p, + Fa 
with the P, projective, then K s fiomn( U, U @;R K) embeds in 
So if PI is finitely generated, then so is U @ PI by Lemma 1.2(2); then if A is 
left Koetherian, hi OR K and, hence by Lemma 1.2(2) K, is finitely generated. 
omd( U, -) and Lemma 1.2(2) to 0 ---t L +- A -+ A,% --z 0. 
In the rerminology of Auslander [3], Theorem 2.1 becomes 
COROLLARY 2.2. A ring A is left Noetherian ;S and only if the$&eEy geen.waied 
subfunctors of the representable functors in (A .%K / OP, Ab) Me Jini~eEy presented. 
ProoJ The representable functors in (d S&YO~, Ab) correspond to the 
finkely generated projective left modules over U(, SC&‘) under the equivalence 
of Gabriel [9]. 
Next we show how the functor ring determines when A is left Artinian. The 
following lemma, which shortens our original proof, was suggested by Auslander. 
(If A is Ieft Artlnian, then each e,Re, z End(,U,), and hence R, is semiperfecr.) 
LEnTItr.5 2.3. Let R be semiperfect, and let ,lU have a jkiteljs ge?lerated essential 
so&e. Let ee E (e, 1 CA E Aj and e,p E fiom,( U, M) be such that e,+: Ue, -+ Sock -%C 
is npsojective cozer. Then Re, p = Socle Aom,( li, lk?) is essentl’al iS2 Aorn,f U, -I@)~ 
Proof. Let J = J(I?) be the Jacobson radical of bi. We first show that 
J. Re,p = 0. so that, since R is semiperfect, 
Suppose s E R and 0 # seap. Then there exist ortho 
such that g is local, g + h = eB , and sgp # 0. The map sgp may be viewed as 
usg- ug Qp, Socle M. 
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Since sgp # 0 and Imgp is semisimple, we see that Im sg g9 . Ug. Therefore, 
sg is onto the projective module Ug, and so sg splits. Hence s $ J lest sesg = 
sg E J, Now all that remains to be shown is that Reep is essential in fiom,( U, M), 
for then we will have Socle fiom,(U, M) _C Re,p. Let 0 f  F E AomXU, n/r). 
Since Im v  n Socle A4 f  0, there exists ua E U such that 0 f  zq,~ is in Socle M. 
Let /3: Uf + A be a A-isomorphism. Define r: U -+ U via UY = [uffl]u, . Then 
r = fr is in R and YP) # 0, since (( l)/P)~s, = (1~s)~ f  0. Finally, as Uf is 
projective, we have a commutative diagram 
so there exists t E R such that teep = ~9 and Y~I E Reep. 
A module over a ring with enough idempotents is called jinitely cogenwated if 
for every collection of modules {N, 1 y  E Cl and monomorphism 
there is a finite subset F C C and a monomorphism 
It is known (e.g., [l, Sect. lo]) that M is finitely cogenerated if and only if it has a 
finitely generated essential socle if and only if E(M) = @f=:=, E( Ti) where the Ti 
are simple modules. We now prove 
THEOREM 2.4. Let {e, j CI E A) be a complete set of idempotents for R = 
R(d 95&‘). Then A is left Artinian if and only if each Re, is$nitely cogenerated. 
Proof. (-) When A is left A t I inian, each Ue, has a finitely generated essential 
socle and the result follows from Lemma 2.3. 
(G) It is sufficient to show that each Ue, is finitely cogenerated, so consider 
0 -+ Ue, -+ II,Me . 
Applying fiom,( U, -), we get a commutative diagram 
0 - Aom,( U, Ue,) ---+ fiom,( U, 17,MB) 
But Re, is finitely cogenerated and so there exists a finite subset F C B such that 
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0 --+ Re, 3 lTF Aom,( U, M,) s R omg( U, II&& Xow an application of 
( U OR -) and Lemma 1.1 yields an embedding 0 -+ Uea + IIFLMs . 
As mentioned earlier, Auslander [3] proved that d is of finite representation 
type if and only if the representable functors in (d EL&‘~P, Ab) have composition 
series. In this vein Theorem 2.4 becomes 
COROLLARY 2.5. The Gng A is left Artinian iJ mrd only if the ~~~~~se~t~~~ 
functors in (A .3x oP,, Ab) have finitely genuated essential s&es. 
3. LEFT ARTJNIAN RINGS WITB MORITA DIXITY 
f there is a bimodule aW, that defines a Morita duality (as discussed in [I; 
Sect. 24], fcr example), then A is said to be a left Mo~ita ring. We sometimes 
specify the second ring by saying that d is left Morita to (1,. In this section we 
show how the structure of .R determines whether a left Artinian ring d is Ieft 
Morita. 
Suppose that there exists a Morita duality between the category of Rniteiy 
generated left n-modules and the category of finitely generated right .I-modules 
for some ring A via the bimodule dWR , i.e., 
define a duality. Then A is left Artinian with an injective cogenerator dW ;vhich 
is finitely generated. So we have &IV= Ue for some e E (e, 1 01 E a>. Thus we 
obtain a bimodule R V, = fiomd( U, W) such that 
VA = @A e,V gg QA Hom,(Ua , W) 
is a direct sum of one copy of each finitely generated right (I-module and 
RV z Re, analogous to U, s fR. 
Now observing that (with homomorphisms of right modules written cn the 
left) the scalar action of R on R V, defines an isomorphism 4 Bom,(V7 V), we 
obtain 
LEMPvLA 3,:. If A is left Artinian and left Mwita to ~1, then the functor ping 
QJ the jinitely generated left A-modules is isomorphic to the fktor ring of the jizite 
generated right A-modules. 
To be more specific, the category of contravariant functors from the finitely 
generated right n-modules to Abelian groups is equivalent to the category of 
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covariant functors from the finitely generated left d-modules to Abelian groups, 
I.e., 
(9d?‘~~, Ab) GZ AR w @%&‘, Ab). 
Similarly, 
(FAA > Ab) m .c,tX w (deFA’o~, Ab). 
A left R-module M is said to be minimalfaithful if 
(i) JW is faithful, i.e., if Y * M = 0, then Y = 0, and 
(ii) whenever $V is also faithful, then RM is isomorphic to a direct 
summand of &V. 
It is easy to show that Colby and Rutter’s [S] characterization of the minimal 
faithful module over a ring with identity generalizes to a ring with enough 
idempotents. Namely, 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let S be a ying with enough idempotents. Then the following 
are equivalent: 
(a) sM is a jinitely generated minimal faithful module. 
(b) There are jkitely many pairwise nonisomorphic simple left ideals {,Li) 
such that .M = @ E(L,) is faithful, projective, and injective. 
A ring with such a module is called left QF-3. Definitions for right and two- 
sided QF-3 rings are anaiogous. In [15], given the indecomposable injective 
modules over a left Morita ring d, Tachikawa showed how to construct a QF-3 
ring from which d may be recovered. Here we prove 
THEOREM 3.3. Let A be a left Artinian &g with functor ring R = R(* 922’). 
Then the followi% are equivalent: 
(a) A is left Movita. 
(b) R is lejt (and right) QF-3. 
(c) Socle RR is essential in R, and contains only finitely nmny isomorphism 
types of simple modules. 
(d) R has aJinitely generated faithful left module. 
Proof. (a) 5 (c). Suppose there is a duality between d 9G&? and &X’A . 
Then rl is right Artinian, so by Lemma 3.1 and Theorem 2.4 Socle R, is 
essential in R and Socle jR is finitely generated. But, since jR s U, is faithful 
(because R _C End JJ) every minimal right ideal of R must embed in jR. 
(c) a (d). Let e 1 ,..., e, be idempotents in R such that elR/e,J,..., e,R/enJ 
represent the isomorphism types of minimal right ideals of R. Then Socle RR 
must have a trivial intersection with the annihilator of ReI @ ... @ Re, . 
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(d) * (a). Assuming (d), we see that there is zn idempotent g E 
.Rg is faithful. Suppose that Ue, has a simple (necessarily essential) 
by Lemma 2.3 so does Re, . Since Rg is faithfu:, this yields an embedding 
0 + We, + Rg. But then tensoring with LT we have a monomorphism 
0 +- Ue, - Ug. Thus, since A is left Artinian, we see that there is a bound on 
the lengths of the finitely generated submodules of the injectire envelopes ef 
simple left d-modules. Therefore these indecomposable injective modules are 
ali finitely generated, and so A is left Morita (see [12]). 
(a) 3 (b). Let e, E {e, I ol E A) be such that LiUe,, is a minimal cogenerator. 
Then Re,, is faithful (see [l, Corollary 8.11.2]), injective by Lemma 1.3(l) ad 
has no faithful proper direct summands by Lemma 1-l(2). f\Jow by Lemma 2.3 
we see that Re, satisfies Proposition 3.2(2). Thus R is left QF-3, and by 
Lemma 3.1 W must also be right QF-3. 
(b) 5 (d). By d _ t e&i ion, over a left QF-3 ring the minimal faithfu! left 
module is finitely generated. 
Condition (c) is the key to the following corollary which we emphasize 
becailse it gives completely ideal theoretic necessary and sufficient conditions on 
for A to be ieft Artinian and left Morita. No such conditions are known for 
A itself. 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let (e, I a: E -izj be a complefe set of idempofents fog 19 = 
I?(, FL&‘). Then A is a left Arfinian left Morita ring ij and c~zj?, if each Re, and en& 
e,R is jinitely cogenerafed. 
COROLLARY 3.5. The follozukg sfatemenfs abouf a ring A are equivalent: 
(a) d is left Arfinian and lejt MoGta. 
(b) A is left A&Can and (d2E~JZ0~, Ab) (and (nS5~~, AD)) colztains a 
faithful representable functor that is isomorphic to a divert sunznza~zd QS every faith$;ii 
fUlzC?OT. 
(c) A is Left Artinian and (#2Y, Ab) contains a jir,ifelJ~ ge~e~afed~aif~~~~~ 
fUY&OY. 
(d) Evel,y contravariant and every covariant ~ep~ese~tab~e &nctor from 
aSXf to the cafegoffy of Abelian groups has a Jiniteljv gerzerated essmtial socb. 
Rutter summarizes in [14] most of the work done for rings with ideneitv in 
answering whether the following statements are equivalent and whether they 
imply their right-hand versions. 
(1) R is left QF-3. 
(2) R contains a faithful injective left ideal. 
(3) R has a faithful projective injective left module. 
(4) The injective envelope of RR is projective. 
(5) The injective envelope of every projective left W-module is projective, 
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It is not difficult to show that if R is the functor ring associated with a left 
Artinian ring A, then these conditions are all equivalent. Moreover the faithful 
projective modules Re and fR are both C-injective and n-projective (see [6]). 
4. SERIAL RINGS 
Recall that a left d-module is serial in the case where its submodule lattice is a 
finite chain. An Artinian ring A is called serial (or generalized uniserial) in the 
case where each of the indecomposable left and right projective A-modules is 
serial. A semiperfect ring over which every indecomposable projective left 
module has a simple essential socle (i.e., a least nonzero submodule) is called a 
left QF-2 ring. Right and two-sided QF-2 rings are defined analogously. In this 
concluding section we shall prove a theorem which was known to Tachikawa 
under the additional hypothesis that d is of finite representation type: d is 
serial if and only if R is QF-2. First we prove 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let A be left Artinian with R = R@W’). Then 
(1) R is left QF-2 ;f and only f i every finitely generated indecomposable 
left A-module has a simple socle. 
(2) R is right QF-2 if and only if every jinitely genwated left A-module Ue, 
has a simple top, i.e., lJe,/S? Ue, is simple. 
Proof. (1) (x=) Suppose lie, is an indecomposable projective left R-module. 
Then by Lemma 1.2(l), U OR Re, g Ue, is indecomposable and, by hypothesis, 
has a simple essential socle. By Lemma 1.3(3) and Theorem 2.4 we see that 
E(Re,) g fiomn( U, E( Ue,)) E I&!?) 
for some simple left R-module S, and the result follows. 
(a) Let Ue, be a finitely generated indecomposable left A-module. Then 
I?Iom,( U, UeJ e Re, is an indecomposable projective R-module. Let RT be the 
socle of Re, . Since l&T) s E(Re,) is flat by Proposition I .5, U OR E(T) is 
indecomposable by Lemmas 1.4(2) and 1.2(l) and injective by Lemma 1.3(l). 
Thus, since Ue, g U OR Re, embeds in U OR E(T), Ue, must have a simple 
socle. 
(2) By part (l), Lemma 3.1, and Theorem 3.3, R is right QF-2 if and only if 
Ll is left Morita to a right Artinian ring A over which each finitely generated 
indecomposable right module has a simple socle. This is true if and only if every 
finitely generated indecomposable left A-module has a simple top. 
By [7, Theorem 5.41, a left Artinian ring A is serial if and only if every finitely 
generated indecomposable left A-module is serial. It follows that A is serial if and 
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only if every finitely generated indecomposable left B-module has a simple 
socle and simple top. Thus by Theorem 2.4 and Proposition 4.1 we have 
THEOREM 4.2. A ring A is serial ;f and only if its fzcnrtoa. ring R(,922’) is 
w-2. 
C‘QROLLARY 4.3. A ring A is serial ;f and only if the coz&ant and t&e contm- 
amiant representable functors on 09C2! are direct sums of j%ncton that contairz both 
a largest ptoper ad a least lzonxeto subfunctor. 
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